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It has often been said that people are motivated to possess three' things: 
power, money, and sex. This paper i·s an evaluative study of two theories 
-which hold a .given one of these three. primary to ·the. other two. The theo
rists are Marx and Foucault 

M~rx holqs that the mode of productipn determines who has the basic 
pow~r. and· controls mod~s of acceptable sexual behavior. There are actually 

• • 
ty¡o variant theories held by Marxists. One, the economic determinist posi-
tion, holds that the economic base of society determines other social . 
institutions. All important changes in the cultuie of a period-its politics, 
ethics, religion, philosqphy, and art-are ultimately to be explained to terms 
of changes in the economic substructure. The relations of production 
constitute the economic structure of ·soclety, and they determine' the exis
tent social consdousness of the popuiace; 

The second variant, dialedical materialism, hold that there is a two-way 
causal relation betwe~n ·the economic production mode and the political, . 
religious, ethical, artistic, etc., superstructures. Hence, economic factors d~-
termine the laws and the particular Iaws in turn affect ce~i.Q economic 
situations. Hence, it is not always the case that economic forces determine 
everything els~ . . Engels, for exarnple, says, "law must not only correspond to 
the. general economic condition and be its expression, but (at the same time) 
it rarely happens that a code of law is the blunt, unmitigated, unadulterated 
expression of the domination of a dass., 

Both of these Marxist variants differ from Foucault, who contends that' 
power per se is primary to sex: and on most occasions econo~c matters as 
well. Por many years Foucault's ideas were seldom fóund in philosophicallit~ 
erature, but now they are ubiquitous. Of him it is said thát he js no longer .a 
pers.on; but like Freud a climate of opiruon. Few if nay, other philosophers 
have written about the subjects of his research, viz.: madness, prisons, reli
gioils confessionals, iflfant-sexual behavior, etc. His central concem, how-
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ever, is about the nature of power and the cohs~quent di~courses as to truth. 
More precisely he wanted to show ho~ power works; notwhat it is. This re
search has aroused much interest .in various groups 'including feminists who 

.. 
find his power studie$ particularly valuable for .their cause, as they see them:-
selves as·victims of patriarchal power. 

·what are bis thoughts about power? Foucault for one thing objects to. 
viewing the negative conception of power as the only power type. He main
tains that since the 18th century power has .become. an increasingly positive 
or productive concept, involving the car~ful .construction of new capacitles 
rather than the repressiv.e pre-existing one. Hence, for exacmple, 'power 
over life• comes to consist not ·so much in relation to the threat of death, but 
in. the positive management of life itself. Such positive power management 
by ourselves ~kes as one of its central concerris the humañ,body in: 

... its. disciplining, the optimization of its capabilities, the exhortation of 
its fórces, the parallel increase in its usefulness ·and its docility, its .inte
gration into systems of efficient and economic controls .. . 1 . 

. 
.In order to ·produce these useful bodiesJ says Foucault, " .. . a real and ef-

fective assertibrt of positive power was necessary, in the sense that power 
had to gain access to the bodies of individuals, to our acts, attitudes, and 
modes of everyday behavior such as slimming, tanning, and molding."~ 
Today we are told to get slim and to get fit. 

Thus we now exist under disciplinary power, both of our own choosiJ;l,g 
anp that of our &ourgeois society. Factory workers are .disciplined by effi~ 
dency theorists, bureaucrats by time schedules, students are disciplined qy 
subjects offered as well as the rites of periodic examinations. Besides disci
plining our bodies we also discipline our sexuality. Bodies are being said to 
become 'sexualized' .in a sens~ dosely analogous to that in which they have 
formerly been said to be 'militarized'. Both types of power: n~gative 
(repressive) and positlve (assertive) ex1st in our. sexual lives, the, fulfillmept o.f 
whi~ today -we believe to be crucial for the good life. A person can, by his 
own choice the. often is· -not acting as a result of repression, but by a positive 
dedsion~ On the other hand in the past }?.e may have been negatively re
pressed by his partidllar social-histopcal situation. Such is the case of sexual 
desire which has been repressed in Western civilization vía its roots iri. 
Christianity as it adopted ·the Stoic ethical beliefs. 'Sexuality' does not refer 
simply toan ahistoriCal drive as Theodore Reik claimed, 'but also to v.arious 

2 Michel Poucault, Power/Knowledge (ed. Colin Gordon), New York: Pantheon BookSt 
1980, p. 125. 

2 Michel Foucault·, Quel corpsl •Power ·and. Body" (trans. C. Gordo.~). Paris: Petíte 
Collection Maspero; 1978, p. 62. 
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characteristics ascribed to it in the modero discourse(s) about sexuality. Fou
cault maintains that everyone h~s a particular ideology· of sexuality anQ one 
presents discourses about it usually offering bis positive as well as his nega
tive tho,ughts. As one offers his thoughts about sex acts desires are created, 
and rather than being repressed one positively seeks fulfillment . 

Is Foucault correct to hold a two-concept theory of power? ·one critic 
argued: 

"It is far from obvious that ·Foucault's distinction is a reasonably deár 
one; or, at leastl that his own examples of modem po~er are distinctively 
'positive'. J\fter all; he himself talks frequently of the 'subjugation' of 
bodies, of the 'controls' imposed upon them, of their being rendered 
'docile'; and alsq, of their ('natural') capacities for tresistmce' to· such ex
ercises of power over them. These terms seem surely to belong to the vo
cabulary of negative, repressive power.3 ·, 

If .may not always be easy to distinguish between the negativti and the 
positive whatever the $Ubject. Recent debate$ about negative and positive 
freedom exhibit this. Nonetheless it seems clear that Foucault's distinction is . . . . 
of real value. We do make choices independent of repressive forces and, if 
so, there is such a phenomena as a positive power act in our various behav
iors,. including our sexual endeavors. 

2 

Let me now turn to Poucault's criticism of Marx's concept of power. An 
economic determinist se es ·all power in such terms as economic ideology · 
and the play of superstrucfures and infrastrucrures. Foucault in contrast: ar
gues tQat when one considers other phenomena such as psychiatric intern
ment, the mental normalization of individuals, and penal institutlons, one 
realizes that such functioning is not sigpificantly determined by economic. 
forces. Furthermore, these three. institutions are essential to the functioning 
.of social power entities, but their rolé has be en mini~zed by Marxists as. a 
study in our society. Hence Marxists theories represents ·an .obstad e for the 
proper study of power· because of its ignoring certain institutions and be
cause of its continued emP.hases on its particular ideology as well as viewing · 
capitalist power simply as repression. If power is nothing but repression, if 
it·,did nothing but say no, ·would one readily be ·brought to obey it? Our socl
ety's power, Foucault emphasizes, is usually seen as a good. It pr.odúces 

3 Russell Keat, "The Human Body in Social Theocy", Radlfal Philosopby, vol. 42, p. 
25 (Winter/Spring 1986). 
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things, usually beneficial things and .experiences, and that is one reason we 
seldom reject it This is positive power. So the Marxist view of cap~taJist 
power as repression is not always the .case .. For example, sorne capitalism in 
Marxist China is viewed there as a good. Thus, the notion of economic ideól
.ogyt which is ce~~ral Jor Marxists, stand$ in ~ secondary position for Foucault. 
It is far removed from the existents of which he daims to be crucial causal 
forces. To· say my econornic ideology is· the.. main .force in one's life js even .as 
Engels said too vague and even vacuous. 

One of Foucault's criticisrn of economic determinism evolves from his 
famous study of madness. He points out that until .the Renaissance rna~nes~ 
was linked to the presence of imagery transcendence. Later on. iil the Classi
cal age preceding the French Revolution rnadness was llnked ·with a con
demnation of idleness. Communities took to thernselves the power of seg
regating all forms of·sodal useles.sriess. At that time a madman was one who 
had crossed the borders of bourg~ois order. The coQsequent confinement 
of such insane as well as the insistence on work for' all was not, accorQ.ing JO 
Foucault, an economic matter but rather a result of the moral attituc;les .P~r-. 
·vading in the 17th and 18th Century onward. Idleness. was not considered a 
product of unemployment, 'btJt ~ue to "the weakening of discipline and the 
relaxation of morals. n4 Moral attitudes and not. econorp.ic forces determined 
who exhibited idleness as well as insanity. Thus the Mar:xist's theory ~t }?.est 
fails to account for that 'incarceration of the Iazy and the mad. 

Finally Foucault, in his criticism of Marx, distinguishes different kinds of 
power. People ordinarily see power directly yielded. by sorne type .of 
sovereign but. there are other types. Foucault especially favors one type of 
power, ~pillary power, viz., power at the ultimate end of a series of everits
power, as the best explanatory concept. Thus, .rather than seeing economic 
acts in terms of, .e.g. Keynesian theory¡ one will find it, he says, more fruitful 
to study the specific economic acts of workers, Le., the mlcro-econornic 
forces. lt is in this· regard Foucault speaks of .these "capillary forces" - by. 
whi~h he means the ultlmate forces at the beginning of a chain, and their 
consequent major events. Foucault argues that th(! analysis of power, tight, 
and truth ought not to be concerned with··th~ forms of power at their cen
trallocations but rather. with the. foiTQS of subjugation at the extremities, the 
peripheral loci. This is consistent with. one of his definitions: vi.z. "power is a 
relatlonship in which one person's actions shape the field of possible ac.:. 
tions of another" . . At these extremities the exercis.e of power relations is 

• o 

most .easily visible as are the actual social practlces which tend to modify the 
legitimate rules. of ordet and which establish new practices. Once th~ focus is 

4 Michel Foucault,. Htstory of Sexua/tty, vol. I, p. 157 (New York: Vintage Books): 
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e~tablished, one can -explore the further ques~on of the ann~ation or colo
nization of the peripherid practices by the gl9bal ones. 

Thus; one must conduct an ascending analys!s of power starting, tha!, is, 
from .its infinitesimal mechanisrns, each of whi<;h ha ve their own history, 
their own trajectory, their own techniques and tactks, and then see how 
these mechanisrns of power have been-and continue to be invested, col-. 
onized, ~tilized, involuted,. transformed, displaced, extended, etc., by ever 
more ·general mechanisms and by forms of global' domin~tion. . 

As exemplified in Foucaulrs study of madnessJ one must begin with the 
lowest levels and study how the mechanlsms of power function i.Q· terrqs of 
the srnallest social uníts such as the family or such agents as doctorsJ parep.ts, 
or leachers. By doing this, Fouéault discovered the mechanisms of exchision 

o 

which ev.entually became politically useful and economically profitable. For 
example, as the exclusion of the insane from-society became ·advantageous, 
the practices of handling them "carne to be colonized and maintained by 
,global mechanisrns." So Foucault's capillary theory haS, sorne value, yet-it is 
s~nge that he d.oes ,not illustra~e ibis ·power concept by suffident examples . 

• 

At times it appears to be a strange Schopenhauerism without will that 
Foucault gives us. It seems to be power without a subject. 

In contrast to capillary power we are all too aware today of surveillance . 
power. Th~s is a. f11:ajor corollary change from the old historically prevalent 
sovereign repression and/or domination type of power. Yet the theory of 
sovereignty as being centrar persists in peoples' minds because of prevalent 
discourse as to what is discoursed about power as true by our establishment 
The rules of sodal right acts are power forces themselves as they have been 
pro9uced via the discourses of what is held to be truth in our sodecy. Power 
relations permeate and constitute the sodal body and are established, con
solidated, and implemented by way of the production and ·use of discourses . 
which are ta~en as truth. In every society people· are .subjected to the pro-
duction of truth via .power groups. T~th is produced as the pow:er gr.oups 
determine the soda! discourse. What is held to be truth. must be pervasive in 
order to have order and for a society to function. Thus "truth" is a system of 
ordered proceaures :for the production, regulation, distribution, circulation . 
of statements. Systems of pqwer produce and sustain these "truth". It simply 
isn't a mecharusm of capitalism alone, but is prevalent in all Marxists sodeties 
.as well. Each power group has its regime of truth. Each has types of c;lis
co'urse5 which it promotes and makes function as true. The Marxists have 
failed tO· emphasize this relation between power and truth especially in 
Marxist societies. In conclusion, in contrast to MarxistsJ Foucault argues cau
tion regardlng causal imputations concerning economic notions of power. 
Rather we need, to focus. on sodal practices, :especially those occurring at' the 
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periphery and involving the relation of the extremities to the global orcen
tral powers to explain the forces in our society. Foucault has told us sorne 
generally startling things about what we thought we understood. 
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